Tubing a puppy! – Jerrilin Naylor
Posted March 22, 2015 at 10:29 am

Each one of us probably has a different way to show and hold.
I like to hold the puppy in a washcloth and it keeps them warm.
I have the formula mixed, pup has been weighed, they get 1cc of
formula per body weight. If pup weighs 3 ounces it gets 3 cc of
formula. When it gets to 4 ounces it gets 4cc of formula and keep
increasing as it grows.
Still offer the dam if she is available.
Wet nurses are perfect if you have access one. One of the reasons

breeders breed two girls at once.
Tubing is frightening the first time.
Measure the tube tip to the stomach level from the tip of the mouth.
Edited to say: Measure the tube tip to the stomach from the pups
mouth.
On my size 8 catheter I got from my Vet, it is notched with numbers
and on my tiny pup I passed the tube to the number 9 to 10.
Hold the pup as in my photo and gently squeeze the little mouth open
and feed the tube down to that number and push the syringe plunger
with the formula and slowly pull it out. Pup will sleep 2 hours and will
be ready for more.
The first day you supplement you will notice the pup gain strength
and then you can offer the dams teat also.
You are NOT the first nervous person to go this and be a wreck. It
has happened to most of us.
You get better at it each time.
If two to three years go by before you have another litter, and should
you need to tube again...you will be nervous all over again.
Keep good notes and a Journal on every litter you whelp. It will help
calm you at 3AM.
Ask any questions now and the breeders will help you.
We don't have all the answers but most.
And some situations are just that, and no matter what you do things
sometimes turn for the worse.
"It is what it is"!
"What says you"?
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